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20% of our sales are exports. We conduct activities 
focused on successively increasing presence of ZARYS 
on international markets. Our products can be found 
in many European medical facilities, including Belgium, 
Finland and Spain.

We also work with customers from countries such 
as Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and the United Arab 
Emirates. We carry out orders to African countries, 
including Kenya, Tunisia and South Africa.
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Products from many categories have individual characteris-
tics and for di�erent purposes, which is why we introduced 
the 12 brands and the ZARYS kids line gradually, taking care 
of the smallest details.

The logos of our brands are memorable for medics and 
patients, with satisfaction in the quality of our products. 
Our Product di�erentiation makes it easier for customers 
to identify them and improves the communication process 
when ordering.
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Our production facility located in Silesia consists of several parts.

sterile production

The 600 m2 cleanroom is where 
we manufacture the specialised 
surgical sets and procedure kits 

of our brands omegapack and 
deltaset.

non-sterile production
The sewing room is the place where, 
among others, the BETAtex brand of 

medical clothing, bedding, underpads 
and personal protective equipment is 

manufactured.

A fully automated production line 
producing plastic medicine cups and 

containers for medical waste.

we control
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in accordance
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EN 17141

we comply
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EN ISO 9001:2015

ISO 8 cleanroom
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our goals
The ZARYS Foundation was established in 2021 
during our assistance in the fight against the COV-
ID-19 pandemic. We operate thrivingly thanks to 
ZARYS' employee volunteering. We focus on a wide 
range of health protection and promotion activities. 
We also respond to needs arising from the situation 
and our environment. We organise raising money 
and shipments of medical devices to Ukraine.
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